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DTE Energy donates to
Michigan nonprofits to help
families keep heat on

Winter weather is never predictable in
Michigan. To help vulnerable customers stay
warm this season, we're providing peace of
mind and ensuring that no matter what the
temperature, those in need can keep the heat
on. 
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Our crews will be on the ground and
part of the power restoration workforce
that will be 5,500 strong this month. 

Eight years ago, our holiday Meals on
Wheels program began and has since
expanded to more than 20 communities
across the state. In December, nearly
22,000 meals were packed, delivered
and served to vulnerable and
homebound seniors during the holiday
season.

Ramping up 
Robotics 

While middle schools are gearing down, high
school teams are gearing up for the next
season of robotics. This year, the DTE
Energy Foundation is supporting 16 high
school FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC)
teams and 20 middle school FIRST tech
Competition (FTC) teams across the state to
inspire students to be the future tech leaders
of tomorrow. 

Powering Puerto Rico:
DTE sends lineworkers
to answer call for
mutual assistance

Serving up Seniors 
with Holiday Meals 
on Wheels
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The North Pole 
Express

Santa wasn't the only one who made this 
season merry and bright, so did Reinhard 
Hurt, also know as the conductor on 
Owosso's the North Pole Express. 
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